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EMPOWER THE DRIVE®
EMPOWER THE DRIVE

For those who dare to define themselves beyond the usual measures, there’s INFINITI— a spirit of daring that challenges the limits of what’s possible. See this take shape on the INFINITI QX80, where modern luxury is always inclusive and capability is matched by the feeling of skillful control. Begin by crafting your QX80 for the journey you share. Every selection is designed to move, inspire and empower the drive.

PROJECT SOPHISTICATION  In the strength of its lines and fearless presence, the QX80 cannot be mistaken nor ignored. It is a grand statement of elegance made even more powerful with dynamic muscularity and signature INFINITI expressive LED headlights.

PASS CONFIDENTLY Performance in the QX80 puts you in command. An impressive 5.6-liter V8 balances 400-hp and 413 lb-ft of torque with modern-day efficiency and up to 8,500 lbs in towing capacity.1

CORNER WITH EASE Greater power requires greater responsiveness and the QX80 responds with innovation that adapts to almost any scenario. The Hydraulic Body Motion Control2 in the ProACTIVE Package2 actively adjusts the suspension to counter body lean and bounce for a smoother ride and controlled cornering feel.

EXTERIOR COLORS* - See this take shape on the INFINITI QX80, where modern luxury is always inclusive and capability is matched by the feeling of skillful control. Begin by crafting your QX80 for the journey you share. Every selection is designed to move, inspire and empower the drive.

WHEEL CHOICES - See this take shape on the INFINITI QX80, where modern luxury is always inclusive and capability is matched by the feeling of skillful control. Begin by crafting your QX80 for the journey you share. Every selection is designed to move, inspire and empower the drive.

PROJECT SOPHISTICATION  In the strength of its lines and fearless presence, the QX80 cannot be mistaken nor ignored. It is a grand statement of elegance made even more powerful with dynamic muscularity and signature INFINITI expressive LED headlights.

PASS CONFIDENTLY Performance in the QX80 puts you in command. An impressive 5.6-liter V8 balances 400-hp and 413 lb-ft of torque with modern-day efficiency and up to 8,500 lbs in towing capacity.1

CORNER WITH EASE Greater power requires greater responsiveness and the QX80 responds with innovation that adapts to almost any scenario. The Hydraulic Body Motion Control2 in the ProACTIVE Package2 actively adjusts the suspension to counter body lean and bounce for a smoother ride and controlled cornering feel.

EMPOWER THE DRIVE

For those who dare to define themselves beyond the usual measures, there’s INFINITI— a spirit of daring that challenges the limits of what’s possible. See this take shape on the INFINITI QX80, where modern luxury is always inclusive and capability is matched by the feeling of skillful control. Begin by crafting your QX80 for the journey you share. Every selection is designed to move, inspire and empower the drive.
**INTERIOR COLORS**

- **WHEAT**
  - Offered in: Leather Semi-aniline leather**

- **SADDLE BROWN SEMI-ANILINE LEATHER**

- **GRAPHITE**
  - Offered in: Leather Semi-aniline leather**  Exclusive semi-aniline Stone leather combination***

- **STONE SEMI-ANILINE LEATHER**
  - Offered in: Exclusive semi-aniline Graphite leather combination***

- **STRATFORD BURL**
  - ESPRESSO BURL**
  - CHARCOAL BURL**
  - MATTE SILVER, OPEN PORE ASH WOOD***

**INTERIOR TRIM**

- **ESPRIT SEMI-ANILINE LEATHER**
- **ESPRIT SEMI-ANILINE LEATHER**
- **CHARCOAL BURL**

---

**ADD DISTINCTION**

**ENTERTAIN MORE OPTIONS**

- **Sensory Package2** and the Split Bench Seat Package2 can make room for 8 passengers and folding second and third rows allow for a generous 95.1 cubic feet of space.8

**EXPAND YOUR AWARENESS**

- **Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection.2,3,4**

**REFLECT ON YOUR VISION**

- **Smart Rearview Mirror2,7** in the ProACTIVE Package2 transforms it from a mirror into an LCD screen, displaying the enhanced view from a wide-angle high-resolution camera.

**JOURNEY IN GRAND COMFORT**

- **Leather-appointed seating** and a heated, leather-wrapped steering wheel give the QX80 an atmosphere of luxury you can touch. Opt for the Sensory Package2 and the experience is amplified with soft semi-aniline leather-appointed seating, ventilated front seats that warm and cool, heated second-row seats and your choice of Espresso or Charcoal Burl accent.2

**INVITE EVERYONE**

- **Second-row captain’s chairs** comfort your guests, while the Split Bench Seat Package2 can make room for 8 passengers and folding second and third rows allow for a generous 95.1 cubic feet of space.8

**REFLECT ON YOUR VISION**

- **Smart Rearview Mirror2,7** in the ProACTIVE Package2 transforms it from a mirror into an LCD screen, displaying the enhanced view from a wide-angle high-resolution camera.

**KEEP SAFE & SECURE**

- **Forward Collision Warning** can respond to a potential collision in front of you, along with Forward Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection11,12. As part of the ProASSIST Package, INFINITI world’s first Blind Spot Intervention®2,5 helps you avoid vehicles in your blind spot area. While Lane Departure Warning and Lane Departure Prevention13 help keep you from unintentionally drifting from your lane.

**ENHANCE YOUR CAPABILITIES**

- **Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection.2,3,4**

**ENSURE YOUR COMFORT**

- **Leather-appointed seating** and a heated, leather-wrapped steering wheel give the QX80 an atmosphere of luxury you can touch. Opt for the Sensory Package2 and the experience is amplified with soft semi-aniline leather-appointed seating, ventilated front seats that warm and cool, heated second-row seats and your choice of Espresso or Charcoal Burl accent.2
QX80 LUXE

- 5.6-liter V8 engine with 400-hp
- 7-speed automatic transmission with Adaptive Shift Control (ASC)
- Snow and Tow modes
- Hill-start assist
- Engine-speed-sensitive power steering
- Real-autonomous self-levelling suspension
- Trailer Swing Control (TSC)
- Integrated Class IV tow hitch and 7-pin wiring harness
- Up to 8,500 lbs. towing capacity
- Forward Emergency Braking
- Pedestrian Detection
- Predictive Forward Collision Warning (PFCW)
- Blind Spot Warning
- 20-inch aluminum-alloy wheels
- Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
- Leather-appointed seating
- Fine Vision electroluminescent gauges
- LED high/low beam headlights
- Automatic-on/off LED high/low beam headlights
- Hands-free Text Messaging Assistant
- Two wireless headphones
dual 8-inch monitors for multimedia video playback
- Satellite Radio with 3-month complimentary trial package
- USB connection ports (2 front, 2 rear) for iPod and other compatible devices
- Bose® 13-speaker Premium Sound System, including two subwoofers
- Cabin Surround® Sound System with digital 5.1 interface
- Around View® Monitoring (AVM) with Moving Object Detection (MOD)
- Advanced Climate Control System (ACCS) with auto recirculation, Plasmacluster® technology and Grape Polyphenol Filter
- Climate-controlled front seats
- Heated second-row seats (outboard only)
- Blind Spot Warning
- Intelligent Rearview Mirror (IRRVM)
- Variable Cargo Height Control
- Adaptive Front Lighting System (AFS) with auto-levelling headlights
- Headlight washers
- - Climate-controlled front seats
- - Heated second-row seats (outboard only)
- - Advanced Climate Control System (ACCS) with auto recirculation
- - Plasmacluster® technology and Grape Polyphenol Filter
- - Remote tip-up second-row seats for easy third-row access
- - Second-row footwell courtesy lights
- - Chrome mirror caps
- - Climate-controlled front seats
- - Heated second-row seats (outboard only)
- - Advanced Climate Control System (ACCS) with auto recirculation
- - Plasmacluster® technology and Grape Polyphenol Filter
- - Remote tip-up second-row seats for easy third-row access
- - Second-row footwell courtesy lights
- - Chrome mirror caps
- - Climate-controlled front seats
- - Heated second-row seats (outboard only)
- - Advanced Climate Control System (ACCS) with auto recirculation
- - Plasmacluster® technology and Grape Polyphenol Filter
- - Remote tip-up second-row seats for easy third-row access
- - Second-row footwell courtesy lights
- - Chrome mirror caps

QX80 LUXE 4WD

Requires ProASSIST Package. Replaces standard equipment. Includes all QX80 LUXE standard features, plus:
• 22-inch tires and wheels
• Traffic and Travel Link with 4-year complimentary trial
• Radio with 3-month complimentary trial package
• SightCast™ Blind Spot Warning (BSW)
• Blind Spot Intervention (BSI)®
• Forward Emergency Braking
• High-density floor mats and cargo mat with “LIMITED” embroidery
• Unique LIMITED design two-tone semi-aniline leather/Alcantara® seats with quilting, contrast piping and stitching
• “LIMITED” embossed onto front- and second-row seatbacks
• Leather-coated steering wheel, shift knob and grill handle
• Matte Silver, Open Ash Wood trim
• Black Ultrasuede® Alcantara® and Alcantara®-Cuir interiors
• Center armrest with two cupholders
- Climate-controlled front seats
- Heated second-row seats (outboard only)
- Intelligent Rearview Mirror (IRRVM)
- Variable Cargo Height Control
- Adaptive Front Lighting System (AFS) with auto-levelling headlights
- Headlight washers

QX80 LIMITED

Includes all QX80 LUXE standard features and contents from ProASSIST, Theater, Sensory and ProACTIVE Packages, plus:
• Unique design, dark machine-finished 22-inch forged aluminum wheels
• Stainless steel running board with rubber grips
• Unique under running board “LIMITED” Welcome Lighting
• Semi-aniline exterior trim, including roof rail and crossbars
• Unique LIMTED front and rear bumper lower finish
• Unique LIMTED two-tone semi-aniline leather/Acantara® seats with quilting, contrast piping and stitching
• “LIMITED” embossed onto front- and second-row seatbacks
• Leather-coated steering wheel, shift knob and grill handle
• Matte Silver, Open Ash Wood trim
• Black Ultrasuede® Alcantara® and Alcantara®-Cuir interiors
• Center armrest with two cupholders
- Climate-controlled front seats
- Heated second-row seats (outboard only)
- Intelligent Rearview Mirror (IRRVM)
- Variable Cargo Height Control
- Adaptive Front Lighting System (AFS) with auto-levelling headlights
- Headlight washers

QX80 LIMITED AWD

Includes all QX80 LUXE and AWD standard features and contents from ProASSIST, Theater, Sensory and ProACTIVE Packages, plus:
• Unique design, dark machine-finished 22-inch forged aluminum wheels
• Stainless steel running board with rubber grips
• Unique under running board “LIMITED” Welcome Lighting
• Semi-aniline exterior trim, including roof rail and crossbars
• Unique LIMTED front and rear bumper lower finish
• Unique LIMTED two-tone semi-aniline leather/Acantara® seats with quilting, contrast piping and stitching
• “LIMITED” embossed onto front- and second-row seatbacks
• Leather-coated steering wheel, shift knob and grill handle
• Matte Silver, Open Ash Wood trim
• Black Ultrasuede® Alcantara® and Alcantara®-Cuir interiors
• Center armrest with two cupholders
- Climate-controlled front seats
- Heated second-row seats (outboard only)
- Intelligent Rearview Mirror (IRRVM)
- Variable Cargo Height Control
- Adaptive Front Lighting System (AFS) with auto-levelling headlights
- Headlight washers

TRIM LEVELS & PACKAGES

QX80 LUXE PRO ASSIST PACKAGE

- ProASSIST Package
- Requires ProASSIST Package
- Dual 8-inch monitors for multimedia video playback
- Two overhead headrests
- Wireless remote control
- Auxiliary HDV input port
- USB audio/video input port
- LDWS power rearview mirror
- Headphone jack (2)

QX80 LIMITED PRO ASSIST PACKAGE

- ProASSIST Package
- Requires ProASSIST Package
- Dual 8-inch monitors for multimedia video playback
- Two overhead headrests
- Wireless remote control
- Auxiliary HDV input port
- USB audio/video input port
- LDWS power rearview mirror
- Headphone jack (2)

QX80 LIMITED 4WD PRO ASSIST PACKAGE

- ProASSIST Package
- Requires ProASSIST Package
- Dual 8-inch monitors for multimedia video playback
- Two overhead headrests
- Wireless remote control
- Auxiliary HDV input port
- USB audio/video input port
- LDWS power rearview mirror
- Headphone jack (2)

QX80 LIMITED AWD PRO ASSIST PACKAGE

- ProASSIST Package
- Requires ProASSIST Package
- Dual 8-inch monitors for multimedia video playback
- Two overhead headrests
- Wireless remote control
- Auxiliary HDV input port
- USB audio/video input port
- LDWS power rearview mirror
- Headphone jack (2)
GENUINE INFINITI ACCESSORIES

Make a powerful impression. Enhance every connection and experience, inside and out. Personalize your QX80 with a wide array of innovative products designed for a custom fit and finish. Every Genuine INFINITI Accessory is created to the same exacting standards applied to the creation of your INFINITI vehicle so you can confidently transform your QX80. For more information and to shop online for Genuine INFINITI Accessories, go to parts.infinitiusa.com.

ACCESSORIES SHOWN: Roof Rail Crossbars, Moonroof Wind Deflector, Side Window Deflectors, Welcome Lighting, Chrome Mirror Caps and Chrome Body Side Moldings.

WIRELESS SMARTPHONE CHARGER®: Perfect for busy families on the go, INFINITI introduces wireless phone charging. Simply place your compatible phone in the charging unit and let it charge. No power cables. No USB ports. No plugs. Just easy-to-use inductive charging.

ALL-SEASON FLOOR MATS: Custom-made of durable and long-wearing material — they are designed to protect the interior floorwells and capture dirt, sand and other debris while staying securely in place.

INFINITI 4G Wi-Fi®: Enables you to seamlessly and securely conduct internet activities in a stationary or moving vehicle. Your vehicle becomes a roving Wi-Fi hotspot, connecting up to five devices to the internet in and around the car.

CARPETED CARGO MAT WITH CARGO NET®: Made with high-density nylon and featuring a non-slip, moisture-resistant backing, the carpeted cargo mat helps guard the cargo area from scratches and damage. In addition, the high-quality net helps keep packages and items from moving around during driving.

INFINITI RADIANT ILLUMINATED KICK PLATES: The INFINITI logo glows softly along the bottom of the front door sills — a signature flourish you and your passenger will appreciate every time you get in.

WEIGHT-DISTRIBUTING HITCH BALL MOUNT, CLASS IV: No matter what you choose to tow on your journey, this hitch ball mount helps even out heavy loads for safe travel, providing peace of mind along the way.

INFINITI RADIANT ILLUMINATED KICK PLATES The INFINITI logo glows softly along the bottom of the front door sills — a signature flourish you and your passenger will appreciate every time you get in.

WEIGHT-DISTRIBUTING HITCH BALL MOUNT, CLASS IV No matter what you choose to tow on your journey, this hitch ball mount helps even out heavy loads for safe travel, providing peace of mind along the way.
FROM EXCLUSIVE TO INCLUSIVE: QX80 LIMITED 4WD

Say the word LIMITED® and images of exclusive exterior and interior treatments come to mind. That, however, is just beginning. Upscale elements like specially designed dark machine-finished 22-inch forged aluminum-alloy wheels, stainless steel running boards, INFINITI® Welcome Lighting, and a satin chrome exterior further accentuate the appearance. Inside, you would picture a space devoted to modern luxury — a unique two-tone Stone and Graphite seat design with quilted semi-aniline leather-appointed and Alcantara® accents on the first two rows, and Matte Silver Open Pore Ash Wood trim plus a smooth leather-vinyl wrapped steering wheel. While craftsmanship and premium materials on the QX80 LIMITED 4WD go beyond, what truly defines it is the belief that luxury is better when shared. Which makes this exclusive vehicle one of the most inclusive full-size SUVs on the road today.

TECHNICAL SPECS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENGINEERING / PERFORMANCE</th>
<th>TECHNICAL SPECS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curb weight — QX80 LUXE / QX80 LUXE 4WD / QX80 LIMITED 4WD (lbs)</td>
<td>5,679 / 5,926 / 6,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passengers volume (cubic feet)</td>
<td>152.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg room — 1st row / 2nd row / 3rd row (inches)</td>
<td>39.6 / 41.0 / 28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Always secure all cargo. Heavy loading of the vehicle with cargo, especially on the roof, will affect the handling and stability of the vehicle.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headroom with moonroof — 1st row / 2nd row / 3rd row (inches)</td>
<td>39.9 / 40.0 / 36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning diameter [feet]</td>
<td>41.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Owner's Manual for safety information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See infinitiusa.com for complete list of specifications.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Rearview Mirror may not detect every object and does not eliminate blind spots.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance Control Assist uses limited braking and is not a collision avoidance system.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup Collision Intervention may not detect every object. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner's Manual for safety information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all conditions. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind Spot Warning/Blind Spot Intervention Systems cannot prevent collisions and may not detect every object or warn in all situations. Driver should always turn and look before changing lanes. See Owner's Manual for safety information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive Cruise Control uses limited braking and is not a collision avoidance system.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictive Forward Collision Warning cannot prevent collisions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance Control Assist uses limited braking and is not a collision avoidance system.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup Collision Intervention may not detect every object. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner's Manual for safety information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all conditions. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All dimensions are measured in inches.